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Too many businesses these days simply market themselves with a PPC 

campaign or social media, but then forget to go back and measure their 

results. The question I always ask business owners who don’t track metrics 

is “How do you expect to improve if you don’t know if your strategy 

works?”

Listen, I get it. Metrics are hard to follow sometimes. First, many business 

owners simply don’t like math. Numbers can be a foreign language in 

their own right. Add to it the marketing terms and insider lingo, and these 

numbers and metrics suddenly become impossible to understand and 

contextualize. 

Secondly, the tools that monitor metrics can be incredibly overwhelming. 

Google Analytics is a powerful tool for any business owner, but if you don’t 

know what you’re looking for or even looking at, it is impossible to use.

That’s why we created this eBook, to give you the background knowledge 

you need to find and monitor the metrics that matter to your business.  

Contained in the pages of this eBook, you’ll find all of the information you 

need to: 

• Track basic metrics for monitoring your digital marketing

• Find and identify the KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) that lead to 

business success

• Find out if your social media audience is growing and why

• Decode what these metrics actually mean to your bottom line

• Use Google Analytics and other metric monitoring tools

 
Enjoy! 
John Jantsch
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The 5 Types of Metrics Every Small Business Should 
Track 
By John Jantsch

Management consultant extraordinaire Peter Drucker famously said, “What gets 
measured, gets managed.”

Now, while terms like measurement and management might seem like big company 
jargon, the fact is you can’t successfully grow a business unless you track what works 
and what doesn’t work.

I guess I should add you can grow a business without metrics a lot like you can win at 
roulette from time to time. The question is what is not measuring costing you in terms 
of wasted money and lost opportunity?

There’s an entire industry built around data measurement, tracking, and intelligence. 
New tools aimed at making analytics for small business owners and marketing a snap 
come to life seemingly daily.

And while tools are awesome until you fully understand what you should track and why 
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it’s hard to gain the benefit of any tool - no matter how wonderful the website makes it 
sound.

Oh, and I should add - this takes work, and I wish I could tell you there is one tool that 
will do all of this for you, but as of yet I have not found it!

Below are the five types of metrics every small business must rely on to navigate growth 
and profit.

 
Money

This is perhaps the metric category that is most understood - if only in 
rudimentary ways. The traditional accounting world isn’t much help here, and many of 
the tracking tools built for this world only tend to confuse.

Newer tools like Xero and Freshbooks are more “real world” friendly and produce 
reports that can help you guide your business in ways that balance sheets never will. 
(I’ve used Quickbooks from day one and in recent years it has gotten better.)

Below are the financial metrics I find important in my business - I highly recommend 
picking up Greg Crabtree’s book Simple Numbers or Mike Michalowicz’s Profit First

• Sales - This isn’t very telling on it’s own, but you certainly need to know if sales are up 
or down. I also believe in sales projections, a lot like goal setting, as a driver of growth.

• Profit - Too many business owners view profit as enough money to pay themselves, 
which of course, is a job. If you ever want to sell your business, you need to think 
about how to show 15% profit after you pay yourself. That’s number straight from 
Crabtree, but I love it.

• Expense - This, of course, is a big piece of the profit number, but it’s also a place to 
look for waste. I suspect many businesses could afford to pay someone to work on this 
number exclusively and come out ahead.

• Cash Flow - When you can no longer balance cash demands and expenses in your 
head, you better rely on a weekly cash flow report.

• Productivity - Profit per labor dollar is a critical measurement if you can find it. It’s a 
great deal like cost to acquire a new client. If you can get very good at these two KPIs, 
you’ll always know what you can spend of marketing and labor.

http://ducttapemarketing.com
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Go here to grab some highly useful spreadsheet templates from Simple Numbers.

Scorecard

There’s a lot going out there in the many channels small business owners and marketers 
find themselves, and it’s very helpful to use tools that help you keep track of marketing 
related metrics.

You might also want to check out this post on some non-online measurement - 7 
Marketing Metrics Worth Obsessing Over

This is a space that’s getting crowded, but I like Dasheroo (I’m an advisor) 
and Cyfe and, if you want to pay to sync offline stuff, Domo.

Don’t forget a lot of this data can be had with free tools like Google Analytics, Facebook 
Insights, and Twitter Analytics.

Below are the scorecard metrics I like to keep tabs on.

• Overall traffic - This doesn’t mean that much, but I still like to keep this number in 
mind as a starting point for both my sites and those of my clients.

• Site traffic sources - This a far better metric than overall traffic. I want to understand 
where my traffic is coming from and how what I do impacts that. In Google Analytics, 

http://ducttapemarketing.com
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you can find this report through Acquisition > Overview

• Social community - If you’re spending time building your social presence and 
engagement you’ll want to keep track of these efforts, even if you’re simply tracking 
follower growth. In Google Analytics, you can find a useful set of reports through 
Acquisition > Social > Landing Pages. The tools mentioned above excel at delivering 
this kind of report in a much more digestible format.

• Keyword report - Organic traffic comes from ranking for keyword phrases, and the 
only way to improve ranking is to track it. Google no longer delivers this info so you’ll 
probably need to seek out a tool like ahrefs of Moz to get good data here.

• Email performance - No matter if you use Mailchimp, AWeber, Constant Contact or 
Infusionsoft you need to grow your email list and grow your email list conversions. 
The best way to do that is keep close tabs on list growth, open rates, and click-through 
rates. Most email service providers produce these reports, and increasingly dashboard 
makers are integrating with the ESPs.

 
Conversion

I suppose I should start and end here because this the point of it all - figuring our what 
turns a prospect into a client - but you’ve got to build the foundation metrics before you 
can get to this.

Understand that many things are a conversion, not just a sale. When you get this, you 
start to realize that your goal here is to figure out how to guide prospects and visitors 
on the journey they want to take. With that in mind, a conversion is an email sign-up, 
a form completion, a registration, a request for information, an appointment and yes a 
click on the buy link.

You must get very good at understanding how people move through your website and 
your business, where they bog down and what makes them abandon the path.

There are some very powerful and relatively inexpensive solutions for this, but the free 
Google Analytics is pretty good at this.

• Goals - The first step in conversion measurement is to define what a conversion looks 
like. For example signing up for your newsletter might be the first conversion goal 
while attending a webinar might be another important conversion goal. Whether you 
are using an all in one tool like Kissmetrics or Mixpanel or the free Google Analytics 
tool, you’ll start here.

• Conversion funnels - The way to bring more power to the process is to hook goals 

http://ducttapemarketing.com
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together like a traditional sales funnel. All of the tools above allow you to design a 
conversion funnel that links several actions or groups of actions together so you can 
gauge how many people move from one stage to the next and more importantly where 
they fall off. This allows you to zero in on one element with a fix in mind.

• Research - I suppose this isn’t a metric per se, but don’t skip the research step. Lots of 
people see something isn’t working and assume the just need to test something new. A 
key component of conversion testing is understanding why something isn’t working. 
Using a tool like Hotjar you might be able to see where people abandon your forms so 
you can address how to fix them.

• Testing - Testing is a key element in conversion and landing page tools 
like Unbounce or Optimizly make the process of split testing elements webpages very 
practical. (Kissmetrics has testing as well.)

• CRM role - Many CRM tools today can automatically measure progress and score 
leads and visitors by the actions they take, such as visiting a landing page or filling out 
a form. Hubspot and Active Campaign are built with this activity in mind.

 
Competition

There are many reasons to keep tabs on competitors, not the least of which is you might 
learn a thing or two from them.

Here again, there are many tools that provide competitive research. Tools 
like SEMRush and MOZ can give you lots of information about SEO and SEM - things 
like keyword ranking, backlinks, and even AdWords spend.

I also rely heavily on a service called RivalIQ. RivalIQ produces very nice reports that 
show you how you stack up with some basic SEO and SEM, but where it shines is in 
comparing social networks, social content, and social engagement.
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Content

Understanding how your content performs is crucial if you are going to understand 
how to make it perform better. Understanding how others people content performs, 
including your competitors is one of the keys to ramping up your content. 
Understanding how the most shared content performs and why is how you make 
content marketing a key weapon in your marketing arsenal.

One tool I talk about a lot is BuzzSumo - it’s kind of my marketing swiss army knife. (Check 
out How and Why I Use BuzzSumo)

BuzzSumo is essentially a search engine that tracks how content is shared and how it 
performs. On top of that is can show you who shares what content and who links to 
what content. You can find content ideas, influencers, and guest post opportunities 
using this powerful tool.

But, few people understand how useful it can be for monitoring content. Hidden among 
the various features is a tab called Content Analysis. Put in any search term, website or 
competitor and it will produce a report that shows you:

• What network is best

• What content type is best

• What day is best

http://ducttapemarketing.com
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• Average shares by content length

This kind of information can prove very useful and differs significantly by industry and 
business type.

So yes, I know, it was a lot of work just to read this far, but guess what - it’s a lot of work 
for your competitors to set up and track what they are doing so there’s a pretty good 
chance that measurement just might be the competitive advantage you’re looking for.

The good news is that once you set everything up once and figure out the reporting you 
need, it gets a lot easier to run your business. If this seems like a monumental project 
then pay someone to set it for you - it might be the best money you ever spend.

http://ducttapemarketing.com
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3 KPIs to Track For Your Social Media Success 
By John Hingely

If you’re in business and you’re not harnessing the power of 
social media you need to jump on that bandwagon now. If 
you are using social media marketing as a channel to grow your 
business, awesome! But do you know how it’s working for your 
business?

You might be posting a video here or there to YouTube or some 
photos to Instagram. And you could be regularly posting to 
Facebook and Twitter, but if you’re not measuring how those 
social networks are working for you, and you’re not testing 
different approaches to maximize your results, you could be 
wasting valuable time.

But where do you start? There are so many metrics you could be measuring on social 
media, so let’s cull down the list and make sure that the most  important ones are at least 
being eyeballed.

 
Reach

Reach is defined as the number of people who 
could have seen your post. If you post a Tweet 
to Twitter and someone RTs your Tweet, your 
Tweet has the potential to be viewed not only 
by your followers but by their followers as 
well. So it’s important for you to get as much 
engagement on your posts as possible to spread 
the word. Reach is used as the denominator for 
the engagement rate metric.

Consider the days when your posts got a spike in 
reach, assess the content and the time of day you 
posted and post more like this!

It’s important to have a large number of fans but avoid the scams of “buying a million 
followers for $25”. Those are typically fake accounts, and fake fans don’t interact with 

Social Media is becoming an 
increasingly important part of every 
business’ marketing mix, but how 
can you tell if your efforts on Twitter, 
Facebook, Linkedin and Pinterest are 
worthwhile? With these KPIs outlined 
by John Hingley, you can better 
understand what your social audience 
means to your business.

Photo Credit: Dasheroo
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your content, it doesn’t matter how many you have.

If your reach increased in a day or two, dig into what type of content you may have 
posted to get that spike and create and post more of that content.

 
Engagement

Speaking of engagement, it’s our next metric! Engagement is defined differently across 
the various social networks but in general it’s the total number of interactions with your 
posts. Consider Comments, Likes, RTs, Mentions, Favorites, Clicks, Views and any 
other action someone can take on a post to be engagement.

Photo Credit: Dasheroo

See a spike in “Mentions?” Dig in and find out what type of content people are engaging 
with, if it’s beneficial for you engage back and post similar content!

Engagement happens when you post something interesting to your followers. 
Interesting things that tend to get more engagement are photos (ask for captions!), short 
videos (Vine), posing questions, memes, topical content (stay away from polarizing 
content) and timing (know when posts work) to name a few.
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Photo Credit: Dasheroo

Does asking your Fans questions get the most response on your posts? You might 
consider using the question tactic to get people to respond. If they respond you’ll have an 
exponential group of people potentially seeing your posts.

For instance, try using images when you post to Twitter for an increase in engagement. 
And your Instagram posts should be a fun representation of who you are to get more 
likes, follows and comments. At Dasheroo our sticker makes its way around the world 
and posts awesome and fun content.

Also consider the following: the best time to post on Facebook is not the same as 
Twitter. Facebook posts perform best on Thursday and Friday, while Twitter updates are 
better received Monday through Friday. It might vary by industry and business.

Frequency of posts also lead to better engagement, but it depends on the social network. 
Since the life of a Tweet is so short you need to post multiple times a day, sometimes 
over 8! On Facebook, results have shown that posting more than 2x a day doesn’t 
increase engagement at all. So track engagement for this as well.

If you are posting for a week to multiple social networks, at the end of that week look 
across all of your engagement metrics. Look to see if one type of post (images vs. text vs. 
video) did better than others. Look for commonalities and gear your next week toward 
that type of content.

http://ducttapemarketing.com
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One important item on engagement, don’t forget about the engagement rate! You can 
take all of this engagement combined with your reach to get your engagement rate. 
Since as we’ve said, Reach is used as the denominator for this calculation. For instance if 
your content was potentially seen by 1000 people, and 20 people commented, 10 people 
shared, and 5 people liked:

20 + 10 + 5 / 1000 = 3.5% engagement rate

Now you can compare engagement rates across all of your social media marketing 
channels.

 
Website Traffic

You’ll of course want to track how many people are coming to your site from social 
networks if that’s where you’re sending folks! Using Google Analytics you can easily 
track which social networks are performing best.

Photo Credit: Dasheroo

This company saw a surge in LinkedIn traffic to the site, time to dig in.

And if you’ve got Goals set up in Google Analytics you can even track it all the way to a 
sale or whatever your call-to-action is.
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Photo Credit: Dasheroo

This company tracked traffic from social network all the way to a sign-up on a form using 
Goals in Google Analytics!

Important to note: Google Analytics gives you visitors (Sessions) broken out by channel. 
One of the default channels is “Social” which is anyone who comes to your site from 
a social channel. But there is also a default channel labeled “Direct”.  Keep an eye on 
this channel for those that don’t directly click a social link but remember your name 
and type it directly into the browser. If you’ve got a surge in social you might have the 
“hangover” effect and have a surge in your Direct channel as well.

So make sure you’re keeping an eye on one of the most important metrics you can track 
and close the loop on your sale!

Bottom Line?

It’s easy to be confused by what to track, especially at the beginning of your efforts! But 
if you start with these and keep your eye on them, test content and test different social 
networks you’ll be sure to get new business from social media!

John Hingley brings 20+ years of sales & online marketing expertise 
with analytics-driven decision making & business savvy to help dozens 
of companies like Softkey, The Learning Company, Mattel, Wine.com, 
Chandon & VerticalResponse gain market share.  He founded social 
media analytics company Andiamo Systems, acquired by Techrigy, 
Alterian and later HP.  Currently John is a co-founder and CEO 
of  Dasheroo, business dashboards done right. Now you can track 
all of your important business metrics from social networks, email 

marketing, web analytics and ecommerce in one place, free, see for yourself. 
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The Hierarchy of Metrics 
By John Jantsch

I recently sat down with a group of Duct Tape Marketing Consultants determined 
to gain a better understanding of how to use metrics to guide our own business and 
increase the value we bring to client engagements.

Perhaps the greatest discovery for me was that while there are many things we can 
and should measure, there’s a hierarchy to how we approach what gets measured and 
like any hierarchical structure if you don’t set up the base, you can’t hope to reach the 
pinnacle. (More on that in a bit.)

Business owners shy away from the topic of measurement, likely because it’s hard. But, 
if one of the primary objectives of owning a business it to grow and improve then this is 
your truth – you can’t improve what you can’t measure.

Now, others have said some variation of that statement, but with a culture of 
measurement, I believe your business is destined to float around aimlessly. You may 
indeed get to your destination, but at what cost?

Of course, the flip side is that you can overwhelm your brain with every possible 
measurable detail and then you might just end up worse off in the end. I mean you do 
have clients that need some attention too.

There are so many numbers out there 
to track and monitor; no business 
owner has the time to keep track of 
them all. But there is a hierarchy to 
what metrics are more important than 
others.

http://ducttapemarketing.com
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What to measure

Perhaps the toughest chore is determining what indeed needs to be measured. There’s 
no shortage of candidates. You have money metrics, content metrics, social metrics, 
conversion metrics, growth metrics, and even a few competitive metrics that all must be 
considered to understand a complete picture.

But, in the end, there may only be two things that matter.

Cost to acquire a new customer 
Lifetime value of a customer

I don’t think most would argue that if you had a very firm handle on both of those 
numbers and could then focus all of your attention on dialing them in, this whole 
business thing would be pretty simple.

As I’m sure you’ve concluded, however, the progression to get to either of those 
numbers is where the work lies.

The first task is to accept that you can’t simply measure what’s easy, you have to measure 
what matters, and that’s a process as surely as a skill.

 
The process

Create metrics that serve priority objectives

First and foremost you must develop or, at least, acknowledge that you have several 
priority objectives that require tremendous focus and therefore measurement.

Typically, business objectives fall into a list that looks something like this:

• Increase customer by X

• Increase top line revenue by X

• Increase lead conversion by X

• Grow audience by X

• Increase average $ per customer

• Increase quality leads by X

http://ducttapemarketing.com
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• Shorten sales cycle

• Increase retention

• Expand to new market

• Increase profit and ROI

Of course, while every entry on the list above is noble and worthy, experience tells me 
that you can focus on no more than two or three objectives at any given time if you 
are to make significant progress. Each objective above could likely spin off dozens of 
projects and experiments and spread what resources you have to devote thin.

Determine how you’ll get inputs

Once you determine your key objectives, it’s time to establish target goals for each and 
figure out how you will gather the data you need to gauge whether or not you are on 
track.

If a key objective is to increase retention by 12% for example, you’ll need to know what 
retention is today of course, but you’ll also need to understand what activity, person or 
data point you’ll need to keep track of the variable.

Don’t overthink this one, you may just need to make sure there’s someone who’s 
accountable for looking into the CRM system to extract that number each month.

Establish tools for the job

While many businesses are still held together by spreadsheets and meetings, 
increasingly dashboards and collaborative spreadsheets are making their way into 
everyday reality.

Tools like Google Sheets, Dasheroo, and Cyfe make viewing the data you want to 
track much easier once they are set up. Business owners and consultants alike now 
have tools that can help keep key success metrics in front of the people who need make 
decisions based on what’s happening day to day.

Use results to make improvement

Of course, a great deal of what passes as measurement is simply a snapshot view of what 
happened. While this can be useful to report to an executive team or board, the real 
value comes by way of analysis.

With the right metrics in place, you might start to see why something happened, what 
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trends the data suggests, and what you might do to make improvement. This, ultimately, 
is the true value of measurement.

Build a reporting culture

Finally, if metrics and reporting are an afterthought at the top, it will be very difficult to 
suggest that anyone in the organization by led by numbers.

What if instead of thinking of metrics as something that told the story of days gone by 
you began to use them to begin with the end in mind.

What if everyone’s job was to increase the lifetime value of a customer? How would that 
change the way people went to work?

If a consultant walked into your business and said the ultimate goal of their work was to 
help you increase the lifetime value of a customer – would that get your attention?

The hierarchy

Of course, before you run you’ve got to do a little walking – and perhaps even crawling.

Activity

The hierarchy of metrics suggests that you have to start measuring the little things 
first – you have to set your business and technology up so you can get a glimpse of the 
basic activity of the business - how your content is performing, how your social and 
email audience is growing, where your website traffic comes from and how leads are 
generated.

Something as simple as proper Google Analytics setup and reporting can give you 
a great deal of this information. The native social media platform and email service 
provider analytics can round out a great deal of the activity measurement. Tools such 
as Google Analytics dashboards, Megalytic and SproutSocial help with visualizing 
these reports.

While these numbers don’t tell a rich enough story to help you understand why 
someone buys and why they don’t, they are the foundation you must put in place to start 
to get to the next level.

Performance

With an analytics foundation in place, you can aspire to gain even more insight into the 
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performance of your marketing initiatives.

In the performance phase, you’ll start to crave metrics like percentage of leads closed, 
individual campaign conversion and perhaps even the cost attributed to generating a 
new client.

This is the bridge stage and may take some time to master as campaign conversion, goal 
setting, testing and tracking is an art and science on its own.

However, tools like ClickMagick, kissmetrics, mixpanel and ClickMeter are designed 
to help you track and test conversion funnels. Even using goal setting and funnel 
visualization options in Google Analytics can give you greater insight into campaign 
performance.

ROI

Once you understand, track and focus on lead generation 
and conversion channels you are on the path to 
understanding how every activity contributes to the 
overall health of the business.

In the ROI phase, you can turn your attention to sales 
and marketing integration, CRM performance, Brand 
awareness, business development and yes – the lifetime 
value of a customer.

Yes, I know there is a great deal that can be done and a 
great deal that must be done to use data to drive your 
business decisions, but like every great journey, it begins with a step beyond where you 
are today.

So begin wherever you are with the end in mind, and the hierarchy of measurement be 
your guide.
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Top 4 Content Marketing Metrics 
By Alex Boyer

Knowing how to use Google Analytics is the #1 tool any content 
marketer needs to have in their arsenal. The best part about 
Google Analytics is that it shows us everything we need to know 
about our websites and then some.

Unfortunately, it throws a lot of data at us and sometimes it can 
be overwhelming and difficult to interpret.

The good news is you don’t need to follow all of this data closely. 
There are a handful of metrics you can use to get an idea about 
whether or not your content marketing strategy is working. Here 
are the top 4 content marketing metrics to follow.

 
Average Session Duration

The best way to tell if your readers are looking at your posts and reading them is by 
analyzing Average Session Duration. Avg. Session Duration is a metric describing how 
long an average person spends on your site during a single session. This value should 
increase with better content as more people spend more time reading a whole post and 
hopefully moving to another.

Where Do You Find Average Session Duration?

You can find Average Session Duration on your Google Analytics “All Website Data” 
dashboard on the “Overview” tab.

How Do You Improve Average Session Duration?

Unfortunately, there is no quick fix to improving your average session duration. To 
increase the amount of time each person spends on your page, you’ll want to:

a) Create compelling content that people want to continue reading, and 
b) Include links to relevant content within the body of your posts

With both better content and links that will keep readers on your website and moving 
from post to post, your Average Session Duration should improve.

So you’ve adopted a content marketing 
plan, but you don’t know how to find 
out if it is working or not. These 4 
metrics will help you understand who 
is viewing your content, and how it is 
keeping their attention.
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Bounce Rate

The bounce rate on your site is the percentage of users that visit just one page before 
leaving your site. You want your bounce rate to be as low as possible because visitors 
that spend more time on your site and visit more pages tend to be better leads and will 
be more interested in what your business has to offer.

How Do You Find Your Bounce Rate?

You can find your bounce rate on your Google Analytics 
“All Website Data” dashboard on the “Overview” tab. It 
will be just below Average Session Duration.

How Do You Improve Bounce Rate?

Again, your bounce rate is largely dependent upon the 
quality of your content, but there are many ways to 
improve. You can: 
a) include links in your content to relevant content on 
your site as often as possible. 
b) make sure every landing page and content post has a 
compelling call to action, or 
c) create individual landing pages for any advertising or 
PPC campaign that directs back to your homepage

 
Users – New And Returning

There is no point spending the time to create good content if you don’t know how many 
people are seeing it. Users is the number of people viewing your website. New Users 
are the number of people viewing the site for the first time (or for the first time on their 
particular IP address) while returning users are returning to view your content again. 
Each new visitor represents a new sales lead for your business, while each returning 
visitor may trust you and your content even more.

If your new users is greater than 50%, you’re doing a great job of drawing in new 
prospects. If you’re returning users is greater than 50%, you’re doing a great job of 
retaining prospects and gaining their trust.
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How Do You Find Your New And Returning Users?

You can find the total users on the “All Website Data” dashboard under sessions. This 
is the total number of unique IP Addresses that have accessed your site in the filter 
window. Directly to the right, there will be a pie chart depicting the percentage of new 
and returning users.

How Do You Increase Your Number Of Users?

You can always draw new users to your site through any number of promotions 
including PPC campaigns, offline promotions such as mailers and traditional 
advertising, and including links on your social media 
posts. Another great way to get new users from outside 
your traditional audience is to write a guest post on a 
relevant blog and include a link back to your site.

To increase your percentage of your returning users, 
I would suggest consistently posting compelling new 
content to your site and promoting on your social 
networks. Most of the people that follow you on social 
media will visit your site, so target them with new content 
and keep drawing them back.

 
Organic Search Sessions

Organic Search Sessions are your leads generated through 
organic search traffic. These are the folks you draw in without any PPC advertising. In 
other words, these are the people that are already looking for the content that your site 
provides.

Where Do You Find Your Organic Search Sessions?

On you Google Analytics Dashboard, you can find your organic sessions on the 
“Acquisition” page. Here you can compare organic search to leads that are drawn in 
through PPC campaigns, social links, and referral traffic.

How Do You Improve Your Organic Search Sessions?
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The bottom line here is you want to create content people are looking for. This means 
you want to take a strategic approach to your content creation. Begin by taking a look 

at the Google Keyword tool to see search volumes on terms 
relevant to your business. Then create content based on highly 
searched terms.

You can also increase the effectiveness of your content by using 
tools like the Yoast SEO Plugin for your WordPress site. With 
this tool, you can identify your focus keyword and analyze your 
content for SEO compatibility. With better SEO, your content 
will show up higher in search engine results and eventually draw 

in more organic search sessions.

Google analytics does not have to be overwhelming. If you know what metrics to follow, 
you’ll know what to do to improve your content marketing strategy.

Alex Boyer is a Community Manager and Content Ninja for Duct Tape Marketing. You 
can connect with him on Twitter  
@AlexBoyerKC
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The 5 Top Customer Metrics You Need To Track 
By Lior Levin

Metrics are the lifeblood of almost every successful business. Understanding who 
your customers are, what they need and how you can serve them is the key not just to 
growing a business, but keeping the clients you have happy.

Fortunately, the Internet makes collecting metrics remarkably simple. From web 
analytics to financial tools, it’s possible to analyze your current and potential clients at 
every step. However, this deluge of data can be overwhelming. While tools can and will 
collect just about every available detail, not all of the information is useful.

Here are 5 customer metrics that your business should definitely track if you want to 
grow your business and improve your customers’ experience. I believe these 5 metrics 
are the most important ones for successful learning:

Now you have a general idea about 
metrics, but how do these numbers 
relate to the most important people in 
your business: your customers? 
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1. The Funnel

With customer acquisition, every business has a 
new customer “funnel”, a process that customers 
go through to sign up. With most funnels, a large 
number of customers start at the first step (such as 
visit a site) and fewer complete each subsequent 
step.  It’s important to track how many potential 
customers pass through each part of the funnel 
to see where the major choke points are. Are 
many customers asking for a free trial but not 
continuing? Are many landing on a web page but 
not completing the needed form?

Finding the choke points in your funnel can help 
convert more customers and lead to a much smoother acquisition process. You can 
measure funnels with Mixpannel, clicktale, appsee, Google analytics, Heap and many 
more.

 
2. Cost Per Acquisition

Marketing is one of the largest expenses for many small businesses. However, not all 
marketing is created equal and a lot of it can simply take your money without any 
appreciable benefit.

The easiest way to determine what works and what doesn’t is to perform a cost per 
acquisition analysis. Simply add up how much you spend on marketing in a month 
and divide it by the number of new customers you acquire. If that number is greater 
than the amount you expect to receive from a customer, you are losing money on your 
marketing.

Once you’ve done that, it’s important to drill down further and see what the cost per 
acquisition of each campaign is so you can hone your efforts and lower your marketing 
costs. There are also online calculators that allow you to measure the CPA of your ads.
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3. Lifetime Value

The lifetime value of a customer is simply how much you expect to earn from the 
customer over the course of their time with you. Here is a nice infographic that explains 
it.

For a subscription-based service, this is simply the average monthly revenue multiplied 
by the average subscription length. For a sales-oriented business, it would be the average 
sale multiplied by the average number of sales.

Not only is this useful for comparing to your cost per acquisition, but it is a useful 
metric by itself as it showcases ways to grow this value. Whether it’s finding ways 
to keep customers longer or simply getting more revenue from them while they are with 
you.

 
4. Customer Satisfaction

Customer satisfaction can be difficult to track, but it is a crucial step as satisfaction not 
only determines how long customers are with you and how much they spend, but how 
likely they are to recommend you.

Surveys and polls are the easiest way to collect satisfaction metrics through focus group. 
One-on-one interviews can help drill down to discover specific issues that you can 
improve. There are a few more ways, but you should also try to be creative with the way 
you track the customer satisfaction.
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5. Churn

Churn is simply the number percentage of customers 
who leave during a certain period of time. It’s 
calculated by looking at the customers you have at the 
start of a period and seeing what percentage are not 
there at the end of it.

Obviously you want a low churn number, but you 
definitely want one that’s lower than the number of 
incoming customers. There are a few ways to improve 
your churn (feedback, testing and more).

Churn can also signal other problems. For example, if 
you have a high churn but low satisfaction, it could be 
a sign a competitor is luring customers away.

 
Conclusions

When it comes to metrics, it’s easy to be overwhelmed but by focusing on the ones 
that matter most, you can quickly parse what’s important and provide your customers, 
both potential and current, the best experience possible, so you can increase your 
revenues.

Simply put, that’s what metrics are about, finding ways to improve your business.

 

This post was written by Lior Levin who works for ily and also 
serves as a marketing consultant for rss api company called 
Superfeedr.
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Monthly Favs

Every month I like to collect some of my favorite links and 
tools to help take your marketing efforts to the next level. 
Here are my monthly favs.

Growth Geeks - On-demand freelance marketing talent

Quuu.co - Hand-curated content suggestions for social media

Typeorama - app that takes words and images and turns them into 
visual content

SOCi - Content driven social media marketing platform

Wizadz - Nice platform that simplifies the process of running 
AdWords campaigns

Realtimeboard - beautiful whiteboard in your browser

Crowdcast - Simple tool for holding engaging webcasts and 
meetings

Endurance - Tool that boosts you Mac laptop battery by 20%

TeamGrid - App that facilitates collaboration within a team

BoardSeat - Interesting looking service that helps you create an 
advisory board - in kickstarter

SlidesCamp - 1000s of slide templates for presentations

 
Featured Fav

Dasheroo – All Your KPIs, in One Place

Quit opening new browser tabs and logging into all your various apps to 
track key performance indicators. With your Dasheroo dashboard, you 
can access your data from anywhere, on any device, at any time — in 
one place!
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